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Athletes must be able to produce split-second decisions under the pressures of competition,
but often this vital learning is still left to chance. With Perception, Cognition, and Decision
Training: The Quiet Eye in Action, readers access the study foundations behind an innovative
decision-training system that has been used successfully for a long time in training sports
athletes. The second reason is the quiet eye phenomenon which has attracted considerable
media attention. The quiet attention phenomenon, measurement, and teaching are also
tackled. Certain to become the definitive information to decision producing in sport, this text
presents three innovations solidly located in research. Case studies show how others are
using the model and the seven decision-training tools. The cutting-edge research presented
in this reserve allows readers to understand the growing need for cognition, eyesight, and
decision making; Collectively, these improvements provide scientific proof the effectiveness
of perception-action coupling in athletes' training. Perception, Cognition, and Decision
Training: The Quiet Eye in Action is used to a variety of sports and configurations through a
three-stage decision-training model and seven ready-to-use tools for encouraging athletes to
become portion of the decision-training process. These tools are research-based ideas that
coaches can pick from in order to help train sportsmen on a specific decision-making task in a
simulated competition context. The reserve also uses these features: -Informative chapter-
opening items offer an overview of this content, and special sections recap the prior chapter
and introduce another.-Screen captures from the most recent in eye-tracking technology
show what athletes actually see, where their eye are directed, and how their gaze differs
based on their ability level.-Boldfaced terms and a thorough glossary make it easy to identify
key concepts in this emerging field of study. in addition, it shows them how exactly to apply
this knowledge to sport teaching and coaching. Part I introduces the visuomotor system and
two processing systems that work together to permit the great range of actions humans
perform.The book is organized into three parts.-Case studies also show how instructors and
athletes in various sports have successfully used gaze control and decision training. Decision
training is made to improve athletes' interest, anticipation, concentration, storage, and
problem-solving skills, leading to extraordinary long-term gains. In part II, the writer presents a
unique framework of gaze control. Readers will learn how skilled sportsmen control the gaze
to gain optimal control of their interest and decision making. The first is the vision-in-action
method of recording what athletes actually see when they perform. Part III describes the three-
step decision-teaching model and its application to how instructors design practice, provide
opinions, use questions, and present instructions. The third innovation is decision teaching to
identify not merely how athletes make efficiency decisions but also how to facilitate visual
perception and action to improve performance. Eye-tracking technology is normally reviewed
along with brand-new possibilities for measuring what sportsmen really see if they perform.
Writer Joan Vickers--who uncovered the quiet eyesight and created the vision-in-actions
method--takes the next step by integrating all three innovations into a program for helping
sports athletes improve.-Chapter-closing in-action sections offer an opportunity to visit
Internet sites, read articles, or full tasks to discover the way the concepts learned can be
applied.
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The winning edge. I really appreciate the idea, effort and research that went into this reserve.]
Five Stars This book is for a college semester.. I thought that was "it" about them. I was very
surprised to find this name, and much more amazed at how excellent it is. Every page is
definitely insightful and interesting. The scope of the reserve is broad and deep. As a
competative shooter, I was plesantly surprised to discover expansive discussions on real-life
topics. After all, where else have you ever seen the subject of competition "choking" analysed
and interpreted. Very happy with this text - it exceeded my targets!. Vickers in the past. A total
deal. And I am therefore glad I discovered it. What is even more important, the book is
readable. The research of sports vision is progressing quickly--even these details might be
dated to an expert on the field but is usually eye opening to many sportsmen and shooters.
What I got was an excellent personal discussion with a leading edge scientist. It is extremely
supportive of our theories linked to FocusBand a wireless EEG for focus trained in sports.. Not
really written as ASIA discovery but based on sports related studies..Costello in Colorado. The
science behind much of clay target shooting FIve star details buried in a text publication. I
feared I was investing in a scientific text reserve. Well worth the reading effort and time to
improve visual competence in your video game. In the event that you Coach and desire a
serious understanding of the 'Quite Vision' this can help you cut years from your learning
curve. With a lot more.Thanks~ C.Glen Coombe[. I will be studying it for a long time to come.
Excellent text for all those thinking about academics and applied psychology . Quiet Eye
Wonders Perception, Cognition and Decision Training is a very well written text. Very well
documented and referenced.Eyesight, training, mental, overall performance.Our because of
Dr. Decision Making In case you are into training, or gaining an understanding of what our elite
sports folks are doing to get that little benefit that makes a siginificant difference this book
gives an incredible overview of techniques to improve sporting performance. Excellent text for
all those interested in academics and applied psychology research related to sports... I browse
content on The Quiet Eyes by Les Greevy and Ms. Five Stars The study in this book on
perception and the way the eye and human brain work is truly remarkable. Perception
Cognition & Joan Vickers because of this informative study. A must read and one that fills the
gaps in lots of coaching manuals and programs. Brilliant Fully encompasses recent research
techniques for sport vision. Gives comprehensive accounts and end of chapter reviews and
questions. It's right here!
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